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Structure of synthetic monoclinic Na-rich birnessite and hexagonal birnessite: I. Results from X-ray dirrraction and selected-area electron dirrraction VICTOR A. DRITS, 1 EWEN SILVESTER?* ANATOLI



I.



GORSHKOV,3 AND ALAIN MANCEAU 2



'Geological Institu te of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 7 Fyzhevsky Street, 109017 Moscow, Russia ' Environmental Geochemistry Group, LGIT-IRIGM, University of Grenoble and CNRS, 38041 Grenoble Cedex 9, France lInstitute of Ore Mineralogy of the RU$sian Academy of Science, 35 Staromonetny Street, 109017, Moscow, Russia ABSTRACT



Synthetic Na-rich bimessite (NaBi) and its low pH form, hexagonal birnessite (HBi), were studied by X-ray and selected-area electron diffraction (XRD, SAED), SAED patterns were also obtained for synthetic Sr-exchanged birnessite (SrBi) microcrystals in which Sr was substituted for Na. XRD confirmed the one-layer monoclinic structure of NaBi and the one-layer hexagonal structure of HBi with subcell parameters a = 5.172 A, b "" 2.849 Â, c "" 7.34 Â, p "" 103.3° and a = 2.848 A, c = 7.19 A, y = 120°, respectively. In addition to super-reflection networks, SAED patterns for NaBi and SrBi contain satellite reflections. On the basis of these experimental obervations, structural models for NaBi and HBi are proposed. NaBi consists of almost vacancy-free Mn octahedrallayers. The departure from the hexagonal symmetry of layers is caused by the Jahn-TeUer distortion associated with the substitution of MnH for MnH • The supercell A = 3a parameter arises from the ordered distribution of Mn)';' -rich rows parallel to [010] and separated from each other aIong [100] by two MnH rows. The superstructure in the b direction of NaBi type II (8 "" 3b) cornes from the ordered distribution of Na cations in the interlayer space. The maximum vaJue of the layer negative charge is equal to 0.333 v.u. per Mn atom and is obtained when Mn1· ·rich rows are free of Mn'· . The idealized structural formula proposed for NaBi type II is N30:m (Mnt;22MfiÔ:k2M~t,,)Ol ' NaBi type 1 has a lower amount of Mn).;. and its ideaJ composition would vary from NIlo_ '67 CMnZ.~Jl~~67 )02 to NIlo.2, (M~.1 ,Mnl.~,)02' Satellites in SAED patterns of NaBi crystals result from the ordered distribution of Mn'· and MnH pairs in MnH-rich rows with a periodiciry of 6b. The structure of HBi consists of hexagonal octahedrallayers containing predominantly MnH with variable amounts of Mnl.;. and layer vacancies. The distribution of layer vacancies is inherited from the former Mnl+- distribution in NaBi. Interlayer Mn cations are located above or below vacant layer sites. The driving force of the NaBi to HBi transformation is probably the destabilization of Mn)- -rich rows at low pH.



INTRODUCTION



Birnessite belongs to the phyllomanganate family. The tirst occurrence of tbis mineral was reported by Jones and Milne (1956) among black grains in the Birness Region (Scotland). The following chemical formula was proposed: N30.7CIlo.3Mn70 1.,2.8140. More recently it has been recognized that birnessite occurs in various geological environments and can form under different physicochemical conditions. This mineraI is the main Mn-bearing phase in soils (Taylor et al. 1964; Chukhrov and Gorshkov 1981 ; Cornell and Giovanoli 1988) and in marine and ocean manganese nodules and micronodules (Burns and Burns 1976; Chukhrov and Gorshkov 1981; Chukhcov et al. 1978. 1985, 1989; G10ver 1977; Drits et al. '" Present lIddres.~: CSIRQ Division of Minerais, Box 312, Clay ton South, 3169, AuSlralia 0003---004X/97/Œ I0-0946$05.00



1985). Bimessite is a1so a major component of sorne Mn-rich ore deposits (Cbukhrov et al. 1987. 1989; Usui and Mita 1995). Bimessite possesses unique surface charge (Healy el al. 1966; Murray 1974), cation exchange (Balistrieri and Murray 1982; Le Goff et al. 1996), and cedox (Stone et al, 1994) properties. wbich make it bighly reactive with respect to sorption phenomena (Th et al. 1994; Paterson et al. 1994). Furthermore, birnessite is synthesized easily under laboratory conditions (Giovanoli et al. 1970a. 1970b; Bricker 1965; Strobel et al, 1987; Cornell and Giovanoli 1988) and. consequently, often has been used as a model manganese oxide in environmental cbemical studies (Stone and Morgan 1984; Stone 1987; Xyla et al. 1992; Manceau and Charlet 1992; Bidoglio et al. 1993). Despite the fact that the main structural and chemical properties of naturaI (Chukhrov et al. 1985, 1989; Man-
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ceau et al. 1992) and synthetic (post and Veblen 1990; Kuma et al. 1994) birnessite has been determined, many details conceming its structure and crystal chemistry remain poorly understood, specifically diffraction features, crystal-chemical formula, and physico-chemical properties for the different individual birnessite species, and the structural mechanism of their fonnation and transfonnation, The solution to tbe tirst two problems predetermines the success in the solution of the others. The present paper and the companion paper (Silvester et al. 1997) deal with the structure of synthetic Na-rich birnessite and its modifications that occur under acidic alteration. This paper is concerned with structural information obtained from X-ray diffraction (XRD) and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED). The second paper presents the results of extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis and chemical studies. Ali these new results will be discussed in the Iight of data previously reported in me literature to obtain a more comprebensive understanding of birnessite structure. PREVIOUS STRUCTURAL STUDIES



One of the main difficulties in the structural study of bimessite is that it exhibits several natural and synthetic varieties, Funbermore, it occurs in an extremely dispersed state and generaJJy has a low degree of structural perfection. For these reasons, until recently, even the unit-cell parameters of the various described. bimessite modifications were not determined unambiguously. Giovanoli et al. (1 970a) and Burns and Burns (1977) proposed that the birnessite structure is analogous to that of chalcophanite (ZnMn)0,·3H10; Wadsley 1955; Post and Appleman 1988). In each chalcophanite layer one out of seven Mn"" octahedral sites is vacant. Vacant sites foem a superstructure with the layer unit-ccli parameters: a "'" b = 7.54 A and "'Y = 1200. Interlayer Zn cations are located above and below vacant Mn sites. Based on a close anion packing notation this structure can be expressed as AbCb'A'c'BcAc'B ' a 'CaBa'C'~'AbC, where A, B, and C represent sites for 0 atoms; A', B', and C' sites for H 20 molecules; a, b, and c layer Mn sites; and a', b ' , and c' interlayer sites. Burns and Burns (1977) speculated that interlayer alkali and alkaline earth cations occupy the same positions in the bimessite structure as ZnH cations in chalcophanite. Giovanoli and Arrhenius (1988) proposed that in bicnessite layers one out of six Mn sites is vacant and that Mn1+ and MnH cations occupy interlayer sites above and below layer vacancies. A vacancy model for phyllomanganates was also developed. by Strobel et al. (1987). Ali these models are based on intuitive considerations deduced from the detennination of unit-cell parameters without any quantitative analysis of the diffraction patterns. Hexagonal one-layer birnessite



The first detailed structural study of naturaI bimessite was performed by Chukhrov et al. (1985) using XRD and



SAED. This pure bimessite sample came from manganese micronodules dredged from the Pacific Ocean Roor, This sample had a hexagonal unit cell with a "'" 2.838 and c "'" 7.10 A. Using the same symbolic notation as for cba1cophanite, the layer sequence for the model structure suggested by Chukhrov et al. (1985) is: AbCb' ,. A· b ' AbC This interpretation was supported by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (Manceau et aL 1992). The structural analogy with the chalcophanite structure was then established on a quantitative basis, both minerais having sunHar layer and interlayer structures, but with birnessite exhibiting a one-layer hexagonal cell and a random distribution of vacancies within the layer. Those XR.D patterns of synthetic and natural bimessites with a hexagonal unit cell described by Giovanoli et al. (1976) and Glover (1977) are similar to that of Chukhrov et al. (1985). Birnessite with monoclinlc subceU



One occurrence of natural one-layer monoclinic birnessite has been reported by Gorshkov et al. (1992). The structure of synthetic monoclinic bimessite samples containing exchangeable Na", Mg1+, and K ~ cations in their interlayer was detecmined for the tirst time by Post and Veblen (1990) using the Rietveld technique, The results obtained by these authors confirmed the similarity of synthetic bimessite and chalcophanite structures. These birnessite samples have a monoclinic subcell, the shape and size of which varies with the nature of the interlayer cations. The idealized one-layer monoclinic structure of Na-rich bimessite (NaBi) may he transfonned into a three-Iayer rhombohedral structure, the layer sequence of which may he compared with (hat of chalcophanite (Manceau et al 1992): AbC CaB BcA AbC



NaBi (monoclinic)



AbC BcA CaB AbC



chalcophanite



For the sake of simplicity only me stack of Mn oetahedral layers is represented here. The minerals dUfer by their layer stacking and, consequently, do not possess the same interlayer structure. In agreement with the pure layered structure found by Post and Veblen (1990), no Mn-O-Mn corner linkages were detected by EXAFS in the synthetic monoclinic NaBi sample (Manceau et al. 1992). Origin of birnessite superstructures



Giovanoli et al. (l970a) were the first to observe the existence of superreftections in the SAED pattern of synthetic NaBi. They assumed that these superstructures were caused by an ordering of Mn vacancies as for chalcophanite. Similar conclusions were drawn by Chukhrov et al. (1978) from the SAED and energy-dispersive analysis (EDA) study of Ca-rich oceanic micronodules. From the analysis of SAED patterns, Post and Veblen (1990) conc1uded that it was most likely that superreftec-
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tions resulted from a regular distribution of interlayer cations rather than of vacancies. This was supported by the fact that Na-rich and Mg-exchanged birnessite had different superstructures but the same layer charge. Manceau et al. (1992) proposed that the two dimensional superperiodicity observed in the SAED patterns for NaBi particles resulted from a periodic distribution of Na+ atoms because of their electrostatic interactions. Accordingly, the exchange of Na+ by Mg2+ should lead to a new superperiodicity because of the decrease of the number of interlayer cations. This effect was actually observed by Post and Veblen (1990). However, according to these authors, Mg2+ atoms in Mg-exchanged birnessite, hereafter referred to as MgBi, are located almost above or below octahedral sites. Such an arrangement of interlayer Mg2+ cations is possible only if the underlying sites are vacant (Manceau et al. 1992). This observation must be considered as a strong argument in favor of layer vacancies in the structure of monoclinic bimessite. Thus, there is a contradiction in the data presented by'. Post and Veblen (1990). On the one hand, SAED data and the constancy of the interlayer charge for Na and Mg birnessite support the idea that the superstructÛre results from the ordered distribution of interlayer species. On the other hand, the structural refinement of MgBi indicates the presence of layer vacancies. Kuma et al. (1994) studied a large collection of synthetic birnessite and buserite samples exchanged by monovalent (Na, K, Li, and Cs) and divalent (Ca, Mg, Sr, Be, and Ba) cations. Each species was studied by powder XRD and SAED. They found, in agreement with Post and Veblen (1990), that a, c, and f3 subcell parameters depend on the type of interlayer cation. They assumed that layer vacancies are associated with interlayer cations, which were found to be linearly arranged along the b axis. It was concluded that these vacancy-rich rows were separated by two complete rows of Mn octahedra. They emphasized that, in this respect, the structures of 7 Â-birnessite and 10 Â-buserite are notably different from chalcophanite. The vacancy problem is closely related to the problem of the valence of Mn cations and to the deterrnination of a correct crystal chemical formula for each birnessite modification. For example, the same chemical analysis of a birnessite sample can be interpreted either as NaO.6Mn~:Mn~~04 or as NaO.6Mn~~5Do.[504' where D stands for a lattice vacancy. In general, there might be different proportions of Mn4+, Mn3+, and Mn2 + cations, and there exists the possibility of replacing some 0 atoms by OH groups as well as some layer vacancies. For these reasons, no reliable technique exists to calculate the crystal-chemical formula of birnessite. The determination of the origin of superstructures observed in different birnessite species appears to be a prerequisite for deterrnining their structural chemistry.
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Degrees 29 (CuKa1) FIGURE 1. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of natural Ca-rich birnessite with a turbostratic structure. (b) X-ray diffraction pattern of HBi (pH 3) showing the diagnostic reftections 102 and 103. (c) X-ray diffraction pattern of NaBi (pH 9) showing the diagnostic reftection pairs 200, Il and 310,020 that result from the departure of the hexagonal symmetry of the Mn layers.
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Characteristic diffraction features of birnessite Natural and synthetic birnessite samples may have turbostratic, one-layer hexagonal, and one-layer monoclinic structures. The XRD patterns for birnessite with a turbostratic structure display 001 reflections and only two two-dimensional diffraction bands having 100 and 110 indices with d lOO = 2.42 Â and dllO = 1.42 Â, respectively (Fig. la). XRD patterns for one-layer hexagonal birnessite contain, in addition to 001 and hkO reflections, diagnostic 102 and 103 peaks with d 102 = 2.03 Â and d 103 = 1.71 Â (Fig. lb). These reflections should have similar intensities if interlayer cations are located above or below the layer octahedral sites (Chukhrov et al. 1985). The XRD patterns for one-layer bimessite with monoclinic subcells show 200, 110, and 310, 020 reflection pairs with d values equal to 2.52 ± 0.01, 2.48 ± 0.01, 1.445 ± 0.005, and 1.423 ± 0.005 Â, respectively (Fig.
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1c). The presence of reftection pairs is induced by a strong distortion of the hexagonal symmetry of layers leading to an alb ratio different from V3. As a result of this distortion d 3 10 > dmo. whereas for an hexagonal subce ll with the same h, c, and fi values as in the monoclinic subce11, the condition of b ~ a/V3 leads to dow > d" o' EXPERIMENTAL METHOD



Ta determine the origin of superstructures, birnessite samples saturated with Na and Sr were studied. Na-rich



buserite (NaBu) was prepared fo11owing the procedure of Giovanoli et al. (1970a). The solid phase was washed by centrifugation until the supematant pH was approxima tely 9- 10 (more than six times). The solid phase was initia11y characterized by XRD in a wet paste form, yielding the typical 10 Â layer spacing indicative of the NaBu phase. NaBi was obtained directly from the Na8u sus-



pension by filtering and drying the solid at 40 oC. The low pH forms of birnessite were prepared at constant pH



over a pH range of 2- 5 from NaBu and then filtered and dried. Giovanoli et al. (1 970b) and Silvester et al. (1997) show that the low pH forms of this mineraI are Na+ free



and in the fo11owing discussion will be referred to by the genera] name HB i. Sr-exchanged birnessite samples, hereafter referred to as SrBi, were prepared by shakjng a NaBu suspension at



10 gldm' in 1 moUdm' Sr(NO,), solution for 24 h. The exchanged solid was then filtered and dried as for NaBi. Powder XRD patterns were obtained using CuKa radiation with a Siemens D5000 powder diffractometer



equipped with a SirLi) solid-state detector. Intensities were measured at an interval of 0.05 2e and a counting time of 3 s per step. SAED patterns were recorded using a lEM IODe microscope equipped with a Kevex spectrometer and operated al 100 kY. Sampi es from dilute 0



NaBu and Sr-exchanged buserite suspensions were suspended onto carbon grids. without previous drying or



heating of the sample. The samples were subsequently mounted on a tilting sample holder. SAED patterns were



interpreted as described by Drits (1987). EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS



X-ray diffraction The XRD pattern of our NaBi sample (Fig. le) is almost identical to that reported by Post and Veblen (1990). The measured d values correspond to a one-layer monoclinic subcell having parameters a ~ 5.172, b ~ 2.849, c ~ 7.34 Â, and f3 ~ 103.3°. XRD patterns of HBi samples (Fig. lb) were a11 indexed with a one-layer hexagonal unit cell with a ~ b ~ 2.848, c ~ 7. 19 Â, and y ~ 120°. The 101 reflections are broadened because of the presence of stacking faults in microcrystaJs.



Selected-area election diffraction NaBi. Figures 2a and 2b show the two main types of SAED patterns observed for NaBi nticrocrystals (birnessite type 1 and Il, respectively). Both patterns contain a set of strong hkO reflections distributed according to a



FIGURE 2. Sclected-area electron diffraction pauerns for NaBi (a and b) and HBi (c) microcrystal s. Upper right insert of SAED pattern (a) shows the triplet of satellites.
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3. Idealized distribution of diffraction maxima observed in the SAED pattern of Figure 2a. Large and medium solid circles correspond to subcell and supercell reflections, respectively. Small black points correspond to satellites. A * and B* are the supercell parameters. FIGURE
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FIGURE 4. Idealized distribution of diffraction maxima observed in the SAED pattern of Figure 2b. Large and medium solid circles correspond to subcell and supercell reflections, respective~. Open circles and small black ellipsoids elongated along [11]* and [11]* are satellites. A* and B* are the supercell parameters. In ail patterns, the A * axis is oriented horizontally.



pseudo-hexagonal symmetry and corresponding to the layer subcell determined by XRD. According to the SAED observations, the proportion of birnessite type II is much higher. NaBi type 1. The distribution of reftections in the nates h,k ± h. As above, the satellite intensity depends SAED pattern of NaBi type 1 (Fig. 3) may be described on the value of k. by a centered layer supercell with parameters A = 3a = The distribution of the second type of satellite resem15.52 Â, B = b = 2.85 Â, and 'Y = 90°. Each of the bles an incomplete six-pointed star (Figs. 2b and 4). The subcell and supercell reftections is surrounded by six sat- satellites are elongated along different directions, which ellites with one pair along [01]* at ± b*/6. and two other are rotated by 60°. The distance between these satellites pairs located along [11]* and [11]*, respectively. The dis- and their nearest subcell or supercell reftection is h/[ (A *)2 tance between a central hkO reftection and any one of . + (B*)2]112 Satellites elongated along [11]* are placed in these four satellites is the middle of two nearest main reftections located along [11]*. There are no satellites along the [10]* direction. [(A *)2 + (B*)2] 112/6 = 1I6dllo • Thus an S cell with parameters At = A */2 = a*/6 and Thus, only a cell with At = A */6 and Bt = B*/6 may Bt = B*/2 = b*/6 is necessary to describe the positions account for the positions of all diffraction maxima, in- of alldiffraction maxima, including satellites. cluding the satellites; this cell will be referred to as the HBi. Figure 2c shows an SAED pattern typical for S cell. The intensity of satellites depends on the value of HBi. The reftections are distributed according to the exk (see Fig. 2a). In particular the satellites around hOO pected hexagonal symmetry with layer hexagonal cell pareftections have equal intensities. Satellites around reftec- rameters of a = 2.84 Â or base-centered cell parameters tions with k ;F 0 have different intensities: Inner satellites of a = 4.927, b = 2.84 Â, and 'Y = 90°. Such SAED with k - Y6 are more intense than outer satellites with k patterns have been observed previously for natural and + Y6 • The difference between the intensities of inner and synthetic one-layer hexagonal birnessite (Giovanoli et al. outer satellites increases with increasing k values (Fig. 1970b; Chukhrov et al. 1978, 1989). However, the SAED patterns shown in Figure 2c contain extremely weak: but 2a). NaBi type II. Another type of SAED pattern observed noticeable additional reftections distributed according to for NaBi microcrystals is shown schematically in Figure the base-centered supercell with A = 3a = 14.78 Â, B = 4 (cf. Fig. 2b). Two sorts of satellites may be distin- 2.845 Â, and 'Y = 90°. SrBi type 1. Three different SAED patterns were idenguished. The distribution of superreftections corresponds to a base-centered supercell with A = 3a = 15.52 Â, B tified for SrBi microcrystals (Fig. 5). Figure 6 reproduces = 3b = 8.55 Â, and 'Y = 900. The satellites of the first schematically the position and shape of diffraction maxtype (open circles) are near sorne hk reftections at B*/2 ima observed in SAED patterns of the first type (Fig. 5a). = ± b*/6 along [01]*. These satellites have the coordi- A supercell can be identified with the parameters A * =
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FIGURE 5. Main Iypes of SAED patterns observed for SrBi microcrystals. The various microcrystals differ from each other by lheir super-cells. (a) SrBi type l, (b) SrBi type II. (c) and (d) SrBi lype Ill.



a*/3, B* = b*. and y* = 90°. One cao note that each hk reftection is surrounded by a pair of diffraction maxima strongly elong.ted in the [31]* direction. Each hk reflection is also surrounded in the direction parallel to [11.1]*, almost perpendicular to [31]*, by a pair of these elongated maxima. The positions of the main spots and elongated maxima can be described by a periodic two-dimensional network. The celI of this network has the



parametersAt = Y, (IIA*+B*) and Bt = Y,(- 3A*+B*) oriented .Iong the supercell directions [11.1]* and [31]*, respectively.



One can note (Fig. 6) the regular distribution of the diffuse (elongated) maxima relative to the main reftections: One pair of these maxima are placed a]ong the St axis at distances of ±2Bt and the other pair along the At axis al distances of ±2At. Such mutuaI arrangement of main and diffuse reftections leads to specifie va1ues of



the h, and k. indices. In particular h. + k. = 7n (n = 0, l, 2, ... ) for the main refiections and h, + k, = 2, 5, 9, 13 . .. for the diffuse maxima. The nodes corresponding to hs + ks = l, 3, 4, 6, 8 . ... have zero intensity.



SrBi type II and III, The second type of SAED pat-
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FIGURE 6. Idealized distribution of diffraction maxima observed in the SAED pattern of Figure 5a. Large and medium solid circles correspond to subcell and supercell reflections, respectively. Black ellipsoids elongated along (311* are satellites. A *, B* and At, B t are the supercell and S* cell parameters, respectively.



tems (Fig. 5b) corresponding to SrBi microcrystals contains a reftection network that can be described by a rectangular primitive cell with A! = a*/3 and B! = b*/4. Note that among hOO reftections, those with h = 2n + 1 are absent. The SAED patterns shown in Figures 5c and 7 are a superposition of three reftection networks, corresponding to at least two separate structural varieties. The first reftection network (small black squares) is rectangular and is identical to that shown in Figure 5b. The second diffraction pattern, which can be extracted from Figure 7, is illustrated schematically in Figure 8. The positions of these points can be described by a two-dimensional network with the cell parameters At = Vs(13A * + B*) and Bt = Vs ( - 3A * + B*). Here A * and B* are the conventional super-cell parameters. Relative to this supercell At and Bt are oriented along [13.1]* and [31]* directions, respectively (Fig. 8). As in the previous case each reftection of the subcell and supercell is surrounded by four diffuse maxima elongated in the [31]* direction. Two are located along the [13.1]* direction at ±2At from any reftection, whereas the other two are located along the [31]* direction at ±2Bt from the same reftection. Because the hg + kg values for aIl diffraction maxima are even, the corresponding S cell in real space is characterized by a base-centered cell. However, the values of hg + kg depend on the type of reftection (Fig. 8). The remaining reftections of Figure 7 (third reftection network) may be generated by a 1800 rotation of the second network around the [10]* axis. Thus the schematic SAED pattern shown in Figure 7 is the superposition of



FIGURE 7. Idealized distribution of diffraction maxima observed in the SAED pattern of Figure 5c. Large and medium solid circles correspond to subcell and supercell reftections, respectively. The small squares correspond to reftections observed in the SAED pattern shown in Figure 5b. The other reftections are connected by a mirror plane and· correspond to a second structural component, which is twinned. S* cells are shown for each twin.



diffraction patterns from crystallites having a rectangular cell and two other crystallites having twinned S cells. The main difference between the SAED patterns for SrBi microcrystals in Figures 5c and 5d (SrBi type III) is that the diffuse streaks of Figure 5c are transformed into normal sharp and intense reftections in Figure 5d. INTERPRETATION



Structure of the interlayer NaBi. We assume that the superreftections in the SAED patterns originate from an ordered distribution of interlayer cations and H2 0 molecules. This arrangement must reftect the total layer charge and ordering of negative charges within layers. The validity of these assumptions is discussed below. In NaBi, surface 0 atoms and



FIGURE 8. Distribution of diffraction maxima corresponding to one of the twinned structures observed in Figure 7.
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 -rich rows now contain only 50% of Mn)+. As can he seen in Figure 18, any additional Na in rows adjacent ta Mnl-> -rich rows results in the formation of Na·Na pairs at distances of 2.85 Â. To increase the amount of Na and Mn l + withîn the same supercell from 0.167 up to 0.200.25 atoms per octahedron. Na and H10 would have ta
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